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Introduction to BlitzAdvisy Proof of Concept Services

Note: This presentation can be delivered live by BlitzAdvisy, ensuring an interactive and engaging experience for you



The Perfect Pairing

Microsoft Fabric & Power BI

Microsoft Fabric serves as the backbone for
seamless data movement, transformation, and
orchestration.
It bridges the gap between disparate data
sources, ensuring a unified and efficient data
ecosystem.

Efficiency: Fabric automates data
pipelines, reducing manual effort
and enhancing productivity.
Scalability: It seamlessly handles
large volumes of data, supporting
business growth.
Reliability: Fabric ensures data
consistency and reliability across
diverse sources.
Security: Robust security features
safeguard data during integration
and transmission.

Microsoft Fabric empowers
organizations to harness the full
potential of their data, driving informed
decisions and strategic outcomes.

Data Integration: Fabric simplifies the process of
connecting various data silos, whether on-
premises or in the cloud.
Analytics Agility: By streamlining data flow, Fabric
accelerates insights generation within Power BI.
Visualization Synergy: Fabric ensures that clean,
transformed data reaches Power BI, enabling
compelling visualizations and reports.

Why is Fabric Essential for Power BI?

What is Microsoft Fabric?
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About BlitzAdvisy

Our Expertise

Why Choose BlitzAdvisy

Data Strategy: Crafting tailored data strategies to align with your
unique business goals.
Fabric Integration: Seamlessly connecting disparate data sources using
Microsoft Fabric.
Power BI Excellence: Designing captivating visualizations and reports
for informed decision-making.

Boutique Approach: We offer personalized attention and customized
solutions.
Proven Success: Our track record of successful implementations speaks
for itself.
End-to-End Support: From assessment to deployment, we’re with you
every step of the way.

At BlitzAdvisy, we’re passionate about empowering businesses through
data-driven insights. As your trusted partner, we specialize in guiding

organizations on their journey with Microsoft Fabric and Power BI.



Assessment
and Discovery
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Uncovering Data Sources
Structured and Unstructured Data: Explore databases, files, and external
feeds.
Hidden Gems: Reveal underutilized or overlooked data.

Defining Business Objectives
Strategic Goals: Align data objectives with overall business strategy.
KPIs and Metrics: Identify critical performance indicators.
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Data Landscape Exploration
Existing Data Assets: We assess your current data sources, whether
they reside in databases, spreadsheets, APIs, or other systems.
Data Quality Check: We evaluate data quality, consistency, and
completeness.

Identifying Pain Points
Business Challenges: We listen to your pain points and challenges
related to data handling, reporting, and decision-making.
Operational Bottlenecks: We identify bottlenecks in data flow,
integration, or accessibility.
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Why This Matters?

Informed Decision-Making: Clear data understanding leads to better decisions.
Tailored Solutions: We adapt our approach to your unique context.
Foundation for Success: A solid assessment sets the stage for successful implementation.

Remember, this journey is collaborative, and we’re here to guide you every step of the way!
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What’s next?
A Proof of Concept is a small-scale, focused implementation that
validates the feasibility of your data solution.



Why Conduct a PoC?

Steps for a Successful PoC:

What’s Next?

Proof of Concept (PoC)

Risk Mitigation: A PoC helps identify potential challenges early, reducing risks during
full-scale implementation.
Stakeholder Buy-In: Demonstrating tangible results gains support from stakeholders.
Fine-Tuning: It allows fine-tuning based on real-world data and user feedback.

Define Objectives: Clearly outline what you aim to achieve with the PoC.1.
Select Use Cases: Choose specific scenarios or data challenges to address.2.
Data Preparation: Prepare sample data relevant to the use cases.3.
Implementation: Build a simplified version of your solution using Fabric and Power BI.4.
Evaluation: Assess the PoC’s effectiveness against predefined success criteria.5.
Learnings and Adjustments: Gather insights, learn from limitations, and make
necessary adjustments.

6.

Based on the PoC results, we’ll refine the solution and plan for full-scale
deployment.
Let’s continue this exciting journey toward data-driven success!



Scaling Up Your
Data Solution

Deployment
Strategy

Now that we’ve assessed, discovered, and validated our approach
through the Proof of Concept (PoC), it’s time to move forward
with deployment and adoption. Here’s how we’ll proceed:

Solution
Refinement

User Training
and Adoption

Why This Matters?
Business Impact: Successful deployment directly impacts
business efficiency, insights, and decision-making.
User Satisfaction: Adoption ensures that users embrace the
solution and derive value from it.



Go Live: Deploy the
refined solution across

your organization.
User Onboarding: Ensure
smooth adoption through

training and support.

Full-Scale
Deployment

Your Data-Driven Future

Continuous
Improvement

Strategic Expansion Partner
Collaboration

Feedback Loop: Gather
user feedback and

insights.
Iterate: Continuously
enhance the solution

based on real-world usage.

New Use Cases: Explore
additional scenarios where

Fabric and Power BI can
add value.

Data Governance:
Implement best practices

for data security and
compliance.

Ongoing Support: We’re
here to assist with any

challenges or
enhancements.

Strategic Roadmap: Plan
for future enhancements

and growth.

Your data journey isn’t static - it’s a dynamic process that drives business
transformation.

Leveraging Fabric and Power BI positions you ahead of the curve.



hello@blitzadvisy.com

Contact Us For a Follow Up

www.blitzadvisy.com

+31 6 16 02 64 72

Sharona Plasmeijer
Founder & Microsoft SaaS Data Architect

BlitzAdvisy

Thank you

sharona.plasmeijer@blitzadvisy.com

+31 6 16 02 64 72

Book your free introduction
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